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Date: Time: Location:Oca:

05:25:

2999

04/15/2024

DAMAGE TO PROPERTY

28050 EUCLID AV 122401881

WAITING FOR FURTHER INFORMATION/ STATEMENTS WILL COMPLETE WHEN OBTAINED. ON 4/18/24 I ATTEMPTED
TO CONTACT VICTIM BUT HE DID NOT ANSWER. I LEFT HIM A MESSAGE AND ADVISED HIM TO CALL BACK.

10:25:

2404

04/15/2024

GRAND THEFT-VEHICLE

25511 LAKE SHORE BLVD 192401883

On 4/15/24 officers responded to a apartment complex for a stolen vehicle report. We spoke with the owner of the stolen 2010 Dodge
Journey R/T blue in color. The owner advised us the vehicle was last seen in the rear parking lot. Owner said it was last seen around 1500
hrs. The owner spoke with the property manager about video surveillance on the property, he was advised that the video surveillance was
not available in that area. 

11:00:

5309B

04/15/2024

HARASSMENT GENERAL

22550 EUCLID AV2401884

Station House

13:00:

2699

04/15/2024

FRAUD (FREE TEXT)

24794 LAKE SHORE BLVD2401886

Station House

12:41:

7398

04/15/2024

SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY

100 RICHMOND RD 9142401887

14:59:

5309B

04/15/2024

HARASSMENT GENERAL

24650 EUCLID AV2401888

STATION HOUSE - HARRASSMENT

15:30:

2300

04/15/2024

THEFT

860 E 222 ST2401890

Station House

15:34:

2300

04/15/2024

THEFT

22705 LAKE SHORE BLVD 2312401892

Caller reporting items missing from her locked apartment. Report referred to Detectives.

17:00:

2995

04/15/2024

CRIMINAL DAMAGING OR ENDANGERING

19550 EUCLID AV2401893

staton house
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Date: Time: Location:Oca:

17:41:

7198A

04/15/2024

LOST PROPERTY - CELL PHONE

22555 TRACY AV2401894

Police responded to a request to speak with an Officer via phone. Reporting party is out of state and reported that his son was in Euclid on
April 13, 2024 to play a travel basketball game. Reporting party advised that hs son's phone, a blue Iphone 15, was allegedly stolen from
The Euclid High School between the times of 0950-1000hrs. Information was taken for report. (re: CAD#EUPD-2024-013917)

An address in Bedford Heights, Ohio was observed with the "find my Iphone" app. Bedford Heights was requested for a mutual aid
response to make an attempt to make an attempt with parties at that location, however BPD was unable at this time without the owner
being present.

Follow-up was made, reporting party was advised. 

19:46:

5219

04/15/2024

THREATS - GENERAL

26030 EUCLID AV2401896

Female reported that she was being threatened by a co-worker. Female has since quit her job and the co-worker was advised to have no
further contact with the female.

18:20:

2404

04/15/2024

GRAND THEFT-VEHICLE

1 GATEWAY DR2401897

Grand Theft of a Motor Vehicle: On 04/15/2024, Euclid police responded to a medical facility due to an employee (victim) of the facility
reporting that her motor vehicle had been stolen from the parking lot area while she was inside working.  All keys for the motor vehicle
were in the possession of the victim, and it is believed that the suspect(s) gained entry into the motor vehicle by means of breaking the
right rear passenger window.  A police report was completed.

4-16-24  Recoverd by East Cleveland Police Department. East Cleveland PD to tow vehicleCVD to contact owner and clear from
LEADS.
JM

20:31:

2999

04/15/2024

DAMAGE TO PROPERTY

280 E 238 ST2401898

station house report / some unknown person tried to damage the Uhaul she had rented out

22:44:

1398

04/15/2024

AGGRAV MENACING

875 BABBITT RD2401899

Domestic Violence: On 04/15/2024, Euclid police officers were dispatched to a residential home due to a reported family trouble.  Upon
arrival, Euclid police officers contacted the reporting party (victim) who advised that her boyfriend, and her child's father, (suspect) had
left the area.  No physical assault was determined to have occurred between the two parties, but the victim completed a written statement
alleging that the suspect verbally threatened to kill her.  A police report and warrant request were both completed.

22:26:

4801

04/15/2024

RESISTING ARREST

21752 ST CLAIR AV2401901

Police conducted a traffic stop. The passenger was found to have a felony warrant with the city of Akron OH. The passenger resisted
arrest during apprehension. The passenger was escorted to Akron PD and a warrant request was completed. The driver received a traffic
citation for the violation.

23:55:

2497

04/15/2024

VEHICLE AND/OR PLATES RECOVERED BY US

27231 SIDNEY DR2401902

Police found a stolen vehicle in the parking lot of an apartment building. The vehicle was confirmed stolen and impounded. One cell
phone was recovered. A second vehicle was located next to the stolen one. This vehicle had a stripped steering column and criminal tools.
There was also drug paraphernalia. This vehicle was also impounded. Nothing further.
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Date: Time: Location:Oca:

09:26:

7398

04/16/2024

SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY

20400 ARBOR AV2401905

Received a call from Dispatch that a white male in a grey and burgandy Ford pickup truck, that attempted to lure a child into his vehicle. I
located the vehicle on Pawnee Rd in Cleveland, however, I was unable to speak with the owner. No charges filed at this time. SOR was
noitified of the incident and was provided information to notify the school staff at Abor Elementary.

07:52:

2202

04/16/2024

AGG. BURGLARY-FORCED ENTRY-RESID

1500 E 221 ST2401906

Officers were dispatched for a welfare check to a residence for a female who reported she was being held in a closet within her home.
Officers attempted to make contact with the female at the residence but were unable to. Dispatch communicated with the female and
informed officers she had escaped the residence. The female informed officers the male who broke into the house and trapped her was still
inside the residence. Officers surrounded the residence. The male opened the door and was placed under arrest. Officers transported the
male to county jail.

11:00:

2300

04/16/2024

THEFT

877 E 200 ST2401907

Police responded for multiple items that were stolen from Home Depot.

11:48:

2300

04/16/2024

THEFT

1155 BABBITT RD2401909

Male employee stole 2 iphones while working. Male was terminated from job. Report forwarded to Detectives.

14:13:

5309B

04/16/2024

HARASSMENT GENERAL

22570 NICHOLAS AV2401910

STATION REPORT - HARASSMENT

14:42:

2699

04/16/2024

FRAUD (FREE TEXT)

22641 EUCLID AV2401912

Police responded for a male attempting to cash a fraudulent check.

15:02:

5416C

04/16/2024

TURN AND STOP SIGNALS

877 E 200 ST2401913

Police conducted a traffic stop on a vehicle. The driver was identified and police learned the driver had a warrant with the City of
Mayfeild Hts PD. The male was transported to Mayfield PD.

15:16:

6398

04/16/2024

ANIMAL BITES

21750 S LAKESHORE BLVD2401914

Police responded for animal bites. Female claimed that the next door neighbors dog bit hers. Her dog had injuries. Police were unable to
make contact with the neighbors.

18:19:

7395

04/16/2024

DISTURBANCE

945 E 228 ST2401918

On April 16th, 2024, Police responded to report of a disturbance that was occurring between several parties. Upon police arrival, parties
were already separated and it was learned that a verbal occurred between two (2) and/or possibly three (3) parties. All parties reported that
several commonly owned items of property were damaged, to include; perishable items and various other personal effects. Parties advised
that they were in the process of making arrangements to relocate from the residence and also advised that they intended to voluntarily
separate following the incident. Information was taken on scene for report. 

On April 19th, 2024, Police responded to a request for an escort to collect personal belongings. At time of Police contact, it was learned
that a Domestic Violence Temporary Protection Order (DVTPO) was granted with the Cuyahoga County Domestic Relations Court. Due
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Date: Time: Location:Oca:
to not having the means/ability to provide documentation to the named respondent, the caller was advised to contact the Cuyahoga County
Sheriff's Office for service at a later date/time. Caller (respondent) provided relocated address. (RE:DV24-399281)

The Cuyahoga County Sheriff's Office was contacted via phone and it was confirmed that the respondent did not receive service for the
DVTPO at this time. The relocated address for the respondent was provided for service at a later date/time. 

18:12:

2365A

04/16/2024

ATT. GRAND THEFT-FROM AUTO

1500 E 191 ST2401919

A worker at Willow Health and Rehabilitation reported that a person attempted to steal her vehicle while it was parked in the business's
lot. Officers responded to the scene, conducted an interview with the victim, and collected evidence.

18:46:

6398

04/16/2024

ANIMAL BITES

21200 FULLER AV2401920

Officers responded to 21200 Fuller for a juvenile bit by a dog down the street. Juvenile did not require medical treatment. Dog was
sercured in the owners house.

19:21:

5297

04/16/2024

POSSESSING CRIMINAL TOOLS

20001 EUCLID AV2401923

Police were dispatched for the report of a juvenile looking into vehicles, and they were concerned he was trying to steel one. Police
located the male fitting the exact description several streets away. The juvenile was identified and was found to be in possession of
criminal tools and a long kitchen knife. The juvenile was released to a family member and police completed a juvenile fact sheet with
according charges.

19:21:

1368

04/16/2024

FELONIOUS ASSAULT

2101 ADELBERT RD.2401924

Endangering Children/ Felonious Assault: On 04/16/2024, Euclid police officers responded to UH Rainbow Babies & Children's Hospital
due to medical staff there reporting that a three month old, who sustained several bone fractures, had been brought to the hospital for
medical care.  While the child was receiving medical care, it was determined that the child, and both of her parents, are residents of the
city of Euclid.  Euclid patrol officers gathered initial information at the hospital prior to Euclid detectives arriving and taking disposition
of the investigation.

19:09:

2390

04/16/2024

THEFT OF DRUGS

1320 E 279 ST 512401925

Officers responded to a residence based on an allegation that a male had been stealing and selling his grandfather's prescription
medication. Officers spoke with the suspect, who admitted to repeatedly taking his grandfather's Percocet Pills and selling them. The
offense occured several months prior to the family's report and the suspect was no longer in possession of any stolen drugs. Charges are
pending an investigation.

12:00:

2300

04/17/2024

THEFT

681 BABBITT RD2401930

Garage door opener was stolen from an unused garage. Property manager did not have a time frame and no suspects at this time

12:20:

1397

04/17/2024

MENACING

19501 PASNOW AV2401931

Female stating her client threatened to kill her via Instagram live. Female stated the client posted photos of her and stated she will pay
someone to kill her.
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Date: Time: Location:Oca:

13:38:

2300

04/17/2024

THEFT

22400 SHORE CENTER DR2401932

Police responded to the business in reference to a theft. The suspect was cited and released from the scene.

16:18:

2204

04/17/2024

BURGLARY-NO FORCED ENTRY-RESID

25454 EUCLID AV 1462401936

Female stated someone entered her apartment and stole various items at an unknown time and date. No forced entry was observed. 

Follow up being conducted, will complete 04-22-24

21:39:

2999

04/17/2024

DAMAGE TO PROPERTY

1541 E 191 ST2401944

22:25:

7398

04/17/2024

SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY

21131 FULLER AV2401945

Officers responded to a residence for a report of a window being broken out. The reporting female stated a black male with a red
sweatshirt on was in her back yard and broke out three windows on the rear of her residence. There are no suspects at this time.

22:28:

7398

04/17/2024

SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY

25657 EUCLID AV2401947

Alarm / Suspicion - Police responded to a beverage store for a report of a security alarm. Upon arrival, Police made contact with a worker
at a neighboring business who stated he witnessed the suspect open the door of the beverage store and after hearing the alarm go off, ran
away. 

No forced entry was gained into the business and Police have no suspect information. 

No damage was caused from this incident.

23:54:

5213

04/17/2024

DISCHARGING FIREARMS

1541 E 191 ST 2212401948

male observed suspect attempting to break into his vehicle from balcony. male was holding a firearm and fired a round into the air to scare
suspect who ran away. male agreed to fill out statement. male gave consent to recover firearm and to enter apartment where shell casing
was recovered. report forwarded to narcotics bureau.

00:25:

2999

04/18/2024

DAMAGE TO PROPERTY

1500 E 193 ST 4042401949

23:26:

4801

04/17/2024

RESISTING ARREST

875 BABBITT RD2401950

Police respond for a report of a TPO violation. Police learned there was no TPO but there was fresh signed DV paperwork. The male was
placed into custody. The male became very violent in the rear of the police car kicking the doors of the vehicle and banging his head. The
male was transported to CCSO and booked on his DV charges from 4/15/24.

07:31:

5707C

04/18/2024

VEHICLE TRESPASS

19219 EUCLID AV2401951
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Date: Time: Location:Oca:

07:31:

2995

04/18/2024

CRIMINAL DAMAGING OR ENDANGERING

19219 EUCLID AV2401952

On Thursday, April 18, 2024. Euclid Officers responded to Indian Hills Apartment Complex for a vehicle that was damaged. Damage to
property report was obtained.

16:31:

2300

04/18/2024

THEFT

21820 LAKE SHORE BLVD2401956

Unknown male stole victims bicycle from the front of Gas Mart and fled south on E 218th street. Bicycle was located on 4/20/24 and
returned to the owner.

17:27:

5219

04/18/2024

THREATS - GENERAL

1482 DILLE RD2401957

17:27:

2300

04/18/2024

THEFT

678 BIRCH DR2401958

STATION HOUSE REPORT

20:43:

2699

04/18/2024

FRAUD (FREE TEXT)

100 RICHMOND RD2401960

station house / someone claiming rp won a prize from the publishers clearing house

20:14:

5219

04/18/2024

THREATS - GENERAL

1732 E 238 ST2401961

female advised that her juvenile son if being threatened by some of his classmates at school.

21:48:

2404

04/18/2024

GRAND THEFT-VEHICLE

20001 EUCLID AV2401962

Grand Theft of Motor Vehicle - Police responded to a business for a report of a stolen vehicle. Upon arrival, Police made contact with the
owner of the vehicle outside in the parking lot. The male stated his vehicle was taken with keys while he was inside the business playing
volleyball.  

No suspect information at this time. 

23:07:

5203

04/18/2024

HAVING WEAPON UNDER DISABILITY

906 E 218 ST2401963

Officers responded to a residence for a report of a possible domestic in progress. When officers arrived on scene the children of the
couple stated they were actively fighting in the residence. Officers separated the married man and woman and interviewed them
separately. The woman stated the man choked and physically assaulted her. The woman also provided us with a bag of firearms that the
male had custody of. Due to their relationship the male was arrested on Domestic Violence charges. Upon running the male's criminal
history it was found he was not able to have firearms in his possession due to past criminal charges. The weapons were entered into
evidence and the male was transported to CCSO. This report will be forwarded to the Detective Bureau for further investigation.

08:12:

5219

04/19/2024

THREATS - GENERAL

1473 E 252 ST2401967

Female reported that her childs father and another female (presumably his current girlfriend) sent her messages she felt were threatening.
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Date: Time: Location:Oca:

09:39:

2699

04/19/2024

FRAUD (FREE TEXT)

27131 DRAKEFIELD AV2401968

Male reported that an unknown person obtained two personal checks of his and fraudulently used them.

12:35:

5707

04/19/2024

CRIMINAL TRESPASS

25010 LAKELAND BLVD2401970

Customer was found dumping kerosene into a water puddle in the parking lot from a portable kerosene heater. This occured after
pawnshop rejected to conduct business with the suspect.

13:00:

2330

04/19/2024

THEFT-FROM MAILS

20371 CRYSTAL AV2401971

Station House

13:15:

2300F

04/19/2024

THEFT FROM AN ELDERLY/DISABLED PERSON

720 E 250 ST2401972

A female reported money is missing from her mother's bank account. The female has power of attorney for her mother.

15:05:

2390

04/19/2024

THEFT OF DRUGS

24270 GLENBROOK BLVD2401974

A female reported that while she was in the hospital for several days someone stole her perscription medications from her residence. She
does not know who stole the medications at this time.

15:56:

6399

04/19/2024

ANIMAL - MISCELLANEOUS

20891 CRYSTAL AV2401975

Police responded to report of a dog that was attempting to attack her boyfriend within her residence. Dispatch advised that the caller
informed her boyfriend was currently secured in the bathroom at the time of the call and advised that he would have to kill the dog.
Officers responded, assessed the scene and contacted the Euclid Animal Warden via phone and advised of the facts/circumstances. The
Euclid Animal Warden informed that the Euclid animal shelter did not currently have the resources available to assist at this time.The
male, accompanied by a medium size pitbull mix dog, was assisted in safely exiting the residence via an external window, while the dog
remained within the residence. Parties on scene were advised to contact the Cuyahoga County Animal Shelter to seek additional resources
at a later date/time.

16:49:

2384

04/19/2024

THEFT-LICENSE PLATE

26151 LAKE SHORE BLVD2401976

Female advised that she entered an apartment building to pay rent and upon returning to her vehicle parked outside her rear license plate
was no longer on her vehicle.  The license plate was entered into LEADS as stolen.

17:43:

5219

04/19/2024

THREATS - GENERAL

385 E 214 ST2401979

Police responded for a threats report. Police spoke with the caller. Police completed an info only report for threats due to the caller not
being able to provide suspect info.

19:46:

7297

04/19/2024

NEIGHBOR TROUBLE (FREE TEXT)

545 WALNUT DR2401982

A resident reported that their neighbor, who they hold a protection order against, maybe have violated this order. The subject allegedly
came within the specified distance listed within the court order, 100 feet. An investigation will be conducted to determine if the subject's
conduct constituted a criminal offense.
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Date: Time: Location:Oca:

01:16:

7398B

04/20/2024

SUSPICIOUS PERSON

1540 E 193 ST2401984

Officer was flagged down by Indian Hills Security who advised they were pursuing three juvenile suspects near the property. A Security
Guard believed one of the suspects pointd a handgun at him. No suspects were located and the reporting party left the scene without
further advising police.

01:56:

2300

04/20/2024

THEFT

1155 BABBITT RD2401985

Loss prevention at Amazon reported a theft of airpods and earbuds. Suspect employee was terminated upon discovery of theft. A warrant
request was completed for the charge of theft and forwarded to the detective bureau for follow-up.

07:49:

2404

04/20/2024

GRAND THEFT-VEHICLE

905 E 209 ST2401986

Complainant states that his vehicle, a 2008 Dark Blue GMC Yukon, was taken out of his driveway by unknown means on 4/19/23 around
2000hrs. CVD Dispatch advised that there was no reported FLOCK hits on the vehicle. A stolen entry form was submitted to CVD
Dispatch and I advised them to enter the vehicle as stolen through LEADS. Report forwarded to the Detective Bureau.

09:58:

2305

04/20/2024

THEFT-FROM AUTO

27040 TUNGSTEN RD2401987

Female complainant advised that she called her ex-boyfriend for help with troubleshooting her mechanical issues with her vehicle. 
Boyfriend arrived on scene and an argument ensued.  She was not specific as to what the argument was about.  She then advised that the
ex-boyfriend took her car battery out of the vehicle and left the scene with his ride.

11:11:

1397

04/20/2024

MENACING

25200 EUCLID AV2401989

Female reported that a male threatened to harm her. Incident stemmed from a dispute at a day care center.

12:22:

5309B

04/20/2024

HARASSMENT GENERAL

E 228 SHORE CENTER DR2401990

Stationhouse report /  being harrassed by two girls inside store

14:26:

2300

04/20/2024

THEFT

22400 EUCLID AV 2032401991

17:24:

2300

04/20/2024

THEFT

1155 BABBITT RD2401992

Officers met with Amazon loss prevention for a reported theft. Officers received the information packet from Amazon Employee.

17:58:

7395

04/20/2024

DISTURBANCE

26901 ZEMAN AV2401993

20:24:

2300

04/20/2024

THEFT

239 E 260 ST2401995

Unknown suspect(s) stole the victim's security cameras and caused damage to her vehicle.
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21:42:

5425F

04/20/2024

VEHICLE PURSUIT - NO ARREST

26241 LAKE SHORE BLVD2401996

Officers were informed of a stolen vehicle via the Flock camera system. Suspect(s) unknown failed to stop for officers emergency lights
and sirens while driving a stolen vehicle. Brief pursuit ensued which was then terminated.

23:28:

5425

04/20/2024

FAIL TO COMPLY WITH POLICE ORDER - NO PURSUIT

RICHMOND RD EUCLID AV2401997

Police attempted to conduct a traffic stop on a vehicle for a traffic offense. The vehicle failed to comply with police order and fled. Police
did not pursue.

23:48:

1397

04/21/2024

MENACING

22401 LAKE SHORE BLVD2401998

Menacing/ Disorderly Conduct/ Theft: On 04/20/2024, a Euclid police officer responded to a local drug store due to an employee of the
drug store reporting that a male subject (suspect) had caused a disturbance within the store.  According to the store manager, the suspect:
stole some batteries from the store, yelled various profanities at the manager, verbally threatened the manager and got in the manager's
face.  The suspect left the drug store's property prior to police arrival on scene.  A police report was completed as a result.  The identity of
the suspect is unknown at this time.

01:31:

5299

04/21/2024

WEAPON OFFENSE (FREE TEXT)

23951 LAKE SHORE BLVD2402000

Multiple Euclid Police Officers responded to Water's Edge Apartments for a male firing a gun at an unknown person. It was learned that
the suspect fled the scene which lead to a foot pursuit and capture of male. The male suspect was transferred over to Wickliffe PD on a
felony fleeing warrant.

01:15:

2202

04/21/2024

AGG. BURGLARY-FORCED ENTRY-RESID

22570 NICHOLAS AV2402001

Caller stated former lover forced entry into his home without permission and assaulted him with a steering wheel lock and liquor bottles.

09:35:

2995

04/21/2024

CRIMINAL DAMAGING OR ENDANGERING

19621 ORMISTON AV2402002

Police responded to report of damage to a vehicle's passenger side rear window. Met with caller who reported their vehicle was damaged
between the hours of 1730 (4/20/24) to the time of the call. Vehicle was located in the driveway, to the rear of the residence. Information
was taken on scene for report.

07:40:

2404

04/21/2024

GRAND THEFT-VEHICLE

26151 LAKE SHORE BLVD 19112402003

Stolen vehicle - A 2018 Hyundai Elantra was stolen from the parking lot of a local apartment complex. The owner tracked the vehicle to
Cleveland, and observed several individuals wearing masks exit and re-enter the vehicle. The unknown suspects fled in the vehicle as the
owner attempted to trail them.  

10:39:

1313

04/21/2024

SIMPLE ASSLT

20590 FULLER AV2402004

Officers responded to a report of an elderly male and his dogs getting attacked by 2 pitbulls in front of a home. The male and his 2 injured
dogs were located and treated on scene by Euclid EMS and the animal warden. Officers located one of the pitbulls and through a
microchip, returned the dog to the fiance of the owner. A warrant request was submitted on the fiance of the owner for ECO 505.9
(running at large prohibited) and ECO 505.10 (nuisance activities prohibited).
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10:17:

7395

04/21/2024

DISTURBANCE

541 WALNUT DR2402005

Neighbor is reported to have fired an air rifle/bb gun at a hand bell in their backyard.  Person reporting this incident has a civil stalking
protection order against one of the residents of 541 Walnut Drive. Person reporting did not see who shot the air rifle.

18:56:

2995

04/21/2024

CRIMINAL DAMAGING OR ENDANGERING

26241 LAKE SHORE BLVD2402010

21:56:

5403

04/21/2024

DRIVING UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF DRUGS

EUCLID AV E 195 ST2402011

Officers responded to the intersection of Euclid Avenue and East 195th street for a report of a motor vehicle accident. officer located a
single overturned vehicle in the driveway for 19510 Euclid Avenue. The male driver was arrested for driving while impaired and firearms
charges. The adult female passenger and 6-year-old male passenger were checked by rescue personal at the scene. There were no serious
injuries. Further charges will be issued for the driver pending an investigation.

Total Records: 80
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